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“Most people mistake my hood for being somewhere in Cleveland, Ohio,
because my name is Tony Cleveland. But my real name is Anthony Cleveland.
I’m from Indianapolis, Indiana- 34th and Moller Rd to be exact, you smell me”

Tony Cleveland is his cities definition of a "Hometown Hero". Much to his credit, Tony never
hides from the man he is, or the man you think he is. Contrasting the bleak undertones that
encompass the narrative of his personal history, his charitable activities have an illuminating

effect that shines hope onto future generations.
A blessing and a curse, Tony was convicted of grand theft auto and sentenced to juvenile at the
age of 15. While there, Tony began writing poetry. Housed in an environment where virility is the

dominant means to building political capital, Tony found wealth by digging deep into his soul
and unearthing a golden opportunity. By projecting strength through expression of feelings,

Tony's colorful illustration of leadership proved visible to even the most naked of eyes.
The next few years saw Tony in and out, up and down, but never down and out. Chasing the bag

was a double edge sword
Confronted with the untimely loss of his most trusted friend Boss Hogg, Tony took a plunge

towards rock bottom. However, Tony spit in the face of adversity and chose to honor the
memory of his brother by unleashing a lion that only the most solid hog could feed. Tony came

out hungry, ready to claim his throne as king of the jungle.
Tony can be described as humble, charming, eager, defiant and many other words, but defining

him is much more simple. Tony Cleveland is a man.
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YOUTUBE

"(FOTD) Hard' 
121K views

"HoeNiggas"
11K views

"FOTB Hood"
21K views

VIEWS 



SOCIAL MEDIA

14.2 Followers

5.0k Followers

Indianapolis
Atlanta
New York
Nigeria
India
UK
Canada

 

52%

48%

Listeners Age Range:

24-65+ 

24-34:  48%
34-44:  34%
45-54:  6.6%
65+:  2.1%



Press Placements
ARS Radio

Leak Magazine
This is 50

Je$$ Magazine
ThePolished Lady
Tracy MitchellVA

DGB Off the Porch
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